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Reading free Tourism and national identities an international
perspective contemporary geographies of leisure tourism and mobility
(Read Only)

by focusing on issues of identity this study offers a radically new approach to the understanding and explanation of international
relations the text critiques dominant approaches to identity in international relations and highlights the complexity of forms of
identification and allegiance in the contemporary world the text raises issues and concerns common to many areas of the social sciences
student involvement throughout the book s production has ensured that the book is written in an accessible style it will therefore appeal
to a wide readership drawing on freud mead erikson parsons and habermas william bloom relates mass psychological processes to
international relations identity is the master variable for many constructivist scholars of international politics in this comparative study
richard ned lebow shows that states do not have identities any more than people do leaders peoples and foreign actors seek to impose
national identifications consistent with their political projects and psychological needs these identifications are multiple fluid and rise in
importance as a function of priming and context leaders are at least as likely to invoke national identifications as rationalizations for
policies pursued for other reasons as they are to be influenced by them national identifications are nevertheless important because they
invariably stress the alleged uniqueness of a people and its country and are a principal means of seeking status and building self esteem
lebow tracks the relative appeal of these principles the ways in which they are constructed how they influence national identifications and
how they in turn affect regional and international practices this book contains empirical research from established and emerging scholars
who draw upon interdisciplinary perspectives of space and place in order to investigate young people s sense of identities and belongings in
diverse international contexts the contributors aim to enhance our understanding of how theories of belonging are employed in the study of
youth identity as these young people come to belong at a local national global and even virtual level the collection draws on research in
the rural the urban and online showcasing key sites and communities that play a role in young people s lives as they negotiate their sense of
agency and sense of identity within the contexts of the locale identities youth and belonging will be of interest to students and scholars
across a range of disciplines including sociology education social policy politics and geography this book offers fresh insights into the
complex and various ways in which international frontiers influence cultural identities ten anthropological case studies describe specific
international borders in europe asia africa and north america and bring out the importance of boundary politics and the diverse forms that it
may take as a contribution to the wider theoretical debates about nationalism transnationalism and globalization it will interest to
students and scholars in anthropology political science international studies and modern history this book explores the impact of
globalization on self and identity from multidisciplinary perspectives chapters cover a variety of topics including the impact of cultural
inertia on intergroup relations global consumer identity radicalization evolving national identities young people s negotiations of different
cultural identities the emergence of all inclusive global identities and the impact of global citizenship education on global identity this
collection will be of value to scholars and students from across the social sciences in the decades since the september 11 2001 terrorist
attacks on the united states forces of cultural economic and political integration appear locked in battle with equally powerful forces
of fragmentation globalization is facilitating unprecedented movement of goods services people and ideas while calls for building walls
erecting fences and strengthening borders intensify tensions flare around claims of deeply rooted ethnic and civilizational identities identities
that are shaped and mobilized via sophisticated advances in technology women worldwide are achieving remarkable economic and political
gains while sexual violence and gender inequalities persist and are fueled by rapid global change this book explores the complex inter
relationship between globalization and belonging in a hyper modern 21st century world questions and conflicts surrounding who we are and
who we want to be predominate this book links the politics of different forms of identification and attachment to the dynamics of an
increasingly interconnected world social identity and social categorization theories have offered some of the most exciting developments in
social psychology informing work on everything from intergroup relations to personal identity this comprehensive book surveys the latest
empirical and theoretical findings alongside original contributions to provide an invaluable overview of this important field the
internationally renowned contributors explore a broad range of psychosocial phenomena including intergroup discrimination influence group
polarization collective behaviour impact of minorities prejudice stereotypes and leadership this collection examines the changing meanings of
sovereignty and legitimacy in the late 20th century the chapters are organised into two sections the first section addresses our
understandings of the state in international relations focusing primarily on changes in the nature and role of the state since the end of
world war ii the chapters in the second section address more directly the relationships between the state and non national identities
examining the issue of collective political identity formation this book expands the concept of international relations beyond the notion of
states examining the state identity formation and international legitimation of de facto states this book provides a deeper understanding of
the relationship between de facto states the international state system and international society the book integrates international
relations theories to construct a framework of normative standing for de facto states to better understand the social system they inhabit
and the stasis in their relationship with international society demonstrated through detailed case study analysis of nagorno karabakh
somaliland and the kurdistan region of iraq klich appraises the recognition narrative of de facto states in order to analyse their state
identities and constructs a framework for normative standing in an original synthesis of english school constructivism and legitimacy
scholarship the explanatory utility of that framework is then applied and analysed through detailed fieldwork conducted across an
original set of case studies nagorno karabakh somaliland and the kurdistan region of iraq that have varying degrees of international
engagement and parent state relationships this paper presents a study of japan s international role with a special focus on its historical
evolution to that end the following three pillars lay the necessary theoretical foundations one the notions of historical and political
identity and a discussion of the ambivalent shapes they have taken in japan two the regional context an examination of japan s situation
with respect to asian history as a whole and finally the civilian power concept as defined by hanns w maull this volume brings together
current research on young people non religion and diversity documenting the forms young people s stances may take and the social or spatial
contexts in which these may be formed the social contexts studied include the family school and faith communities the spatial contexts
include sub urban and rural geographies and places of worship and pilgrimage youth and non religion are an area of academic interest that
has been gaining increasing attention especially as it pertains to youthful expressions of non religion and identities as research on religion
and young people spans and expands across academic disciplines and across geographic areas comparative approaches and perspectives such
as presented in this volume offer important spaces for reflecting about the experience of religiosity among young people and the ways they
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are learning about and developing non religious identities building bridges geographically and methodologically this volume provides an
international perspective on religion and nonreligion among young people offering a diversity of religious and nonreligious perspectives the
increased movement of people globally has changed the face of national and international schooling higher levels of mobility have resulted
from both the willing movement of students and their families with a desire to create a better life and the forced movement of refugee families
travelling away from war famine and other extreme circumstances this book explores the idea that the complex connections created by the
forces of globalisation have led to a diminishing difference between what were once described as international schools and national schools
by examining a selection of responses from students attending international schools in brazil the united kingdom france germany the philippines
and switzerland the book discusses key issues surrounding identity and cosmopolitan senses of belonging chapters draw from current
literature and recent qualitative research to highlight the concerns that students face within the international school community including
social psychological and academic difficulties the interviews provide a rich and unique body of knowledge demonstrating how perceptions of
identity and belonging are changing especially with affiliation to a national or a global identity the notion that international students
have become global citizens through their affiliation to a global rather than a national identity exhibits a changing and potentially
irreversible trend global identity in multicultural and international educational contexts will be of key interest to researchers academics
and policy makers involved with international schooling and globalised education by understanding tourist destinations through the lens of
national identity the tourist may develop a deeper appreciation of the destination further tourism marketers and planners may be better
equipped to promote and manage the destination particularly with regard to expectations of the potential visitor tourism and national
identitiesis the first volume to fully explore the relationship between tourism and national identities and the multiple ways in which
cultural tourism events and celebrations contribute to national identity it examines core topics critical to understanding this relationship
including tourism branding stereotyping and national identity tourism related representation and experience of national identity tourism
visitation site event management and the relationship to cultural tourism the book looks at a range of international tourist sites and
events combines multidisciplinary perspectives and international cases to provide a thorough academic analysis the interconnecting area of
cultural tourism and national identity has been largely overlooked in the academic literature to date this book gives considerable analysis
to the complex relationship between the two domains and indeed the multifaceted strategies used to define that relationship written by an
international team of leading academics tourism and national identitieswill be of interest to students researchers and academics in tourism
and related disciplines such as events cultural studies and geography publisher description this book focuses on the interrelationship
between international student connectedness and identity from transnational and transdisciplinary perspectives it addresses the core issues
surrounding international students physical and virtual connectedness to people places and communities as well as the conditions that
shape their transnational connectedness and identity formation further it analyses the nature diversity and complexity of international
student connectedness and identity development across different national social and cultural boundaries raymond macdonald is professor
of music psychology and improvisation and head of the school of music at university of edinburgh he runs music workshops and lectures
internationally and has published over 70 peer reviewed papers and book chapters he has co edited four texts musical identities 2002 musical
communication 2005 musical imaginations 2012 and music health et wellbeing 2012 and was editor of the journal psychology of music
between 2006 and 2012 his on going research focuses on issues relating to improvisation musical communication music health and wellbeing
music education and musical identities as a saxophonist and composer he is a founding member of the glasgow improvisers orchestra and has
released over 60 cds collaborating with musicians such as david byrne george lewis evan parker jim o rourke and marilyn crispell he has
toured and broadcast worldwide and has written music for film television theatre radio and art installations this book discusses the role
of selective identities in shaping china s position in regional and global affairs it does so by using the concept of the political transition of
power and argues that by taking on different types of identities of state ideology and culture the chinese government has adjusted china s
identity to different kinds of audiences by adopting different kinds of self china has secured its relatively peaceful transition within the
existing system and in the meantime strengthened its capacity to place its principles within that system to its immediate neighbors china
presents itself as a state that needs clearcut borders in relation to the developing world global south the prc narrates self as an
ideology with the banner of materialism equality and justice to its third audience the developed world mainly europe china presents itself as
a peaceful innocent cultural construct based primarily on confucius passive approach by bringing these three identities into one chinese body
���� sanwei yiti china s policymakers skillfully maneuver and build the country s position in the arena of global affairs investigating
identities questions of identity in contemporary international crime fiction is one of the relatively few books to date which adopts a
comparative approach to the study of the genre this collection of twenty essays by international scholars examining crime fiction
production from over a dozen countries confirms that a comparative approach can both shed light on processes of adaptation and
appropriation of the genre within specific national regional or local contexts and also uncover similarities between the works of authors
from very different areas contributors explore discourse concerning national and historical memory language race ethnicity culture and
gender and examine how identity is affirmed and challenged in the crime genre today they reveal a growing tendency towards hybridization and
postmodern experimentation and increasing engagement with philosophical enquiry into the epistemological dimensions of investigation
throughout the notion of stable identities is subject to scrutiny while each essay in itself is a valuable addition to existing criticism on the
genre all the chapters mutually inform and complement each other in fascinating and often unexpected ways this volume makes an important
contribution to the growing field of crime fiction studies and to ongoing debates on questions of identity it will therefore be of special
interest to students and scholars of the crime genre identity studies and comparative literature it will also appeal to all who enjoy
reading contemporary crime fiction identity has become an explicit focus of international relations theory in the past two to three decades
with one case attracting and puzzling many early identity scholars japan these constructivist scholars typically ascribed japan a pacifist
or antimilitarist identity an identity which they believed was constructed through the adherence to peaceful norms and antimilitarist
culture due to the alleged resilience of such adherences little change in japan s identity and its international relations was predicted
however in recent years japan s foreign and security policies have begun to change in spite of these seemingly stable norms and culture this
book seeks to address these changes through a pioneering engagement with recent developments in identity theory in particular most chapters
theorize identity as a product of processes of differentiation through detailed case analysis they argue that japan s identity is produced and
reproduced but also transformed through the drawing of boundaries between self and other in particular they stress the role of emotions
and identity entrepreneurs as catalysts for identity change with the current balance between resilience and change contributors emphasize
that more drastic foreign and security policy transformations might loom just beyond the horizon this book was originally published as a
special issue of the pacific review focuses on australia britain canada new zealand and the united states z�kladn� my�lenkou t�to
publikace je prozkoumat souvislost mezi identitou a solidaritou v zahrani�n� politice �lensk�ch st�t� evropsk� unie eu zejm�na ted
v�chodn�ch �len� organizace the core idea of this publication is thus to investigate the link between identity and solidarity in the foreign
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policy of members of the european union eu in particular its east central european ece members the book seeks to provide an understanding of
southest asia as a region the problems of statehood faced by the individual countries and the search for regional order peace and stability
it also explores southeast asia s adaptation to the changing world order and long term changes in terms of economic political and security
implications the book discusses international assignment related decision making by emerging market firms and their employees it reveals that
the ongoing reciprocal interactions between the organisational and individual discourses structures processes and the wider macro context
spark multilevel role transitions and identity work the book uncovers the macro meso and micro level factors of role transitions and
identity work as well as their outcomes for international staffing it also expands on the role transition social categorisation and social
identity theories by applying them to international staffing finally it presents practical insights for international human resources managers
by presenting several soft approaches to managing international employee mobility such as employer branding prioritisation of favourable
discourses and identities and encouraging role hybridisation this original work explores the increasingly important phenomenon of the
formation of transnational identity considering the ongoing relevance of the european union the contributors ask a series of intriguing
questions is a european identity possible how are the various types of european identity formed and maintained how are these identities linked
to the process of european integration examining the psychological institutional and political mechanisms that encourage or impede
identification with transnational groups the book considers these theoretical questions in light of new evidence drawn from a rich body of
primary research including field experiments in depth interviews with elites and public opinion surveys brought together for the first time
social psychologists sociologists political scientists and ethnographers share their theoretical and methodological perspectives in
tackling the common issues surrounding the emergence of european as a political identity paying special attention to the role of the
institutions of the eu the authors investigate the impact of neo functionalist strategies and find that the processes of identity formation
are far more complicated than can be explained by material and institutional factors alone the authors engage in a fruitful dialogue about
how much a european identity exists and how much it matters as they delve into the sources of disagreement and their implications this
volume contains two sections the first one collects the proceedings of the international workshop on preserving cultural heritage and
national identities for international peace and security held at the italian center for higher defence studies on the 10th and 11th may 2018
the second includes several articles dealing with various topics which complement the workshop s proceedings a general conclusion can be
inferred from the workshop the mandates of the un peace operations should be aimed if necessary at protecting cultural pluralism as well as
cultural and religious identities hence the staff employed should be trained on such a protection and indeed numerous states are already
introducing that specific training performing such a task has always been of primary importance to the italian armed forces this attitude has
been usually appreciated even though some obstacles and difficulties have arisen due to a rather uncooperative attitude of some partner
states therefore the protection of cultural and religious pluralism should fully become a shared responsibility in peace operations given its
importance as a means of consolidating peace in crisis areas within foreign language education contexts across the globe inadequate
attention has been paid to documenting the dynamics of identity development negotiation and management this book looks at these dynamics in
specific relation to otherness in addition to attitudinal and behavioural overtones created through use of the term foreign despite its
position as an integral marker in language acquisition discourse this book argues that individual identities are multidimensional constructs
that gravitate around a hub of intricate social networks of multimodal intergroup interaction the chapters pursue a collective desire to
move the notion of identity away from theoretical abstraction and toward the lived experiences of foreign language teachers and students
while the identities entangled with these interactions owe a significant measure of their existence to the immediate social context they can
also be actively developed by their holders the collection of chapters within this book demonstrate how foreign language education
environments traditional and non traditional are ideal locations for the development of a sophisticated repertoire of discursive strategies
used in the formulation navigation expression and management of social identities and multiple selves advancing equity and achievement in
america s diverse schools illustrates how educators students families and community partners can work in strategic ways to build on
social cultural and ethnic diversity to advance educational equity and achievement by drawing on the latest data on demographic change
constructions of culture and cultural difference and the politics of school reform in urban rural and suburban school communities this
volume looks toward solutions and strategies for meaningful educational improvement contributors consider both the diversity of youth
and families served in public schools and the culture of u s schooling highlighting the influence of policy and reform agendas students
identities and agency experiences and approaches of diverse educators and the workings of effective school partnerships chapters also focus
on those often overlooked in educational scholarship such as native americans students experiencing poverty and or homelessness muslim
students students with special needs and students and educators who are lesbian gay bisexual transgender intersex or queer in all this
edited collection stresses the need for high quality education that is inclusive culturally responsive and unifying so all students can
experience academic success this book is a meaningful resource for educators policymakers and community based leaders interested in doing
such transformative work the trajectory of turkey s justice and development party akp rule offers an ideal empirical window into puzzling
shifts in turkey s domestic politics and foreign policy the policy transformations under its leader recep tayyip erdogan do not align with
existing explanations based on security economics institutions or identity in identity politics inside out lisel hintz teases out the complex
link between identity politics and foreign policy using an in depth study of turkey rather than treating national identity as cause or
consequence of a state s foreign policy she repositions foreign policy as an arena in which contestation among competing proposals for
national identity takes place drawing from a broad array of sources in popular culture social media interviews surveys and archives she
identifies competing visions of turkish identity and theorizes when and how internal identity politics becomes externalized hintz examines the
establishment of republican nationalism in the wake of imperial collapse and examines failed attempts made by those challenging its western
oriented anti ethnic secularist values with alternative understandings of turkishness she further demonstrates how the ottoman islamist
akp used the european union accession process to weaken republican nationalist obstacles in turkey thereby opening up space for islam in the
domestic sphere and a foreign policy targeted at achieving leadership in the middle east by showing how the inside out spillover of national
identity debates can reshape foreign policy identity politics inside out fills a major gap in existing scholarship by closing the identity foreign
policy circle focusing on the important relationship between the sacred and the secular this book demonstrates that it is not paradoxical
to think in terms of both secular and sacred or neither in different times and places international experts from a range of disciplinary
perspectives draw on local national and international contexts to provide a fresh analytical approach to understanding these two
contested poles exploring such phenomena at an individual institutional or theoretical level each chapter contributes to the central
message of the book that the in between is real embodied and experienced every day and informs and is informed by intersecting social identities
social identities between the sacred and the secular provides an essential resource for continued research into these concepts challenging us
to re think where the boundaries of sacred and secular lie and what may lie between addresses the central problem of international relations
security and constructs a novel framework for its analysis the international handbook of research in professional and practice based
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learning discusses what constitutes professionalism examines the concepts and practices of professional and practice based learning
including associated research traditions and educational provisions it also explores professional learning in institutions of higher and
vocational education as well the practice settings where professionals work and learn focusing on both initial and ongoing development
and how that learning is assessed the handbook features research from expert contributors in education studies of the professions and
accounts of research methodologies from a range of informing disciplines it is organized in two parts the first part sets out conceptions of
professionalism at work how professions work and learning can be understood and examines the kinds of institutional practices organized for
developing occupational capacities the second part focuses on procedural issues associated with learning for and through professional
practice and how assessment of professional capacities might progress the key premise of this handbook is that during both initial and
ongoing professional development individual learning processes are influenced and shaped through their professional environment and
practices moreover in turn the practice and processes of learning through practice are shaped by their development all of which are required
to be understood through a range of research orientations methods and findings this handbook will appeal to academics working in fields of
professional practice including those who are concerned about developing these capacities in their students in addition students and research
students will also find this handbook a key reference resource to the field back cover though goods services money and ideas flow ever more
freely across international borders the movement of peoples has never been so tightly regulated this book surveys patterns of international
migration and the impact of voluntary and forced relocation on both migrants an host countries an interdisciplinary collection of essays
addressing such diverse topics as the history of brazilian football and the concept of masculinity in the mexican army it provides insights
into questions of identity in 19th and 20th century latin america it analyses a variety of identity bearing groups from small scale
communities to nations this book examines the relationship between national identity construction and current foreign policy discourses on
russia in selected european union member states in 2014 2018 it shows that divergent national discourses on russia derive from the different
ways in which the country was constructed in national identity the book develops an interpretive theoretical framework and argues that
policy makers agency can profoundly influence the contestation between different identity narratives it includes case studies in policy areas
that are of primary importance for eu russia relations such as energy security the nord stream 2 controversy the ukraine crisis and russia s
military intervention in syria focusing on eu member states that have traditionally taken different stances vis � vis russia germany poland
and finland it shows that at the peak of the ukraine crisis national discourses converged towards a pragmatic but critical narrative as the
ukraine crisis subsided and new events took centre stage in foreign policy discussions i e the syrian civil war international terrorism long
standing and identity based divergences partly re emerged in the discourses of policy makers this became particularly evident during the nord
stream 2 controversy deep rooted and different perceptions of the russian other in eu member states are still influential and lead to
divergent national agendas for foreign policy towards russia this book will be of interest to students and scholars working in european and
eu politics russian and soviet politics and international relations the study of security has been dominated for four decades by a scientific
perspective that has been under attack since the end of the cold war in this book bill mcsweeney discusses the inadequacy of this approach
and criticizes the most recent attempts to surmount it drawing on contemporary trends in sociology he develops a theory of the
international order within which the idea of security takes on a broader range of meaning inviting a more interpretive approach to
understanding the concept and formulating security policy what is america s national identity this study offers a new perspective into this
question it argues that this identity is constructed rather than essential and reflects the politics of exclusion this identificatory
exclusion has been globalized through american economic cultural political and military expansion the study provocatively draws upon
poetry literature art architecture gangsta rap landscape and cityscape to illuminate the construction of america s national identity and
illustrates how this has been globalized in an increasingly post modernist condition



Identities in International Relations

2016-07-27

by focusing on issues of identity this study offers a radically new approach to the understanding and explanation of international
relations the text critiques dominant approaches to identity in international relations and highlights the complexity of forms of
identification and allegiance in the contemporary world the text raises issues and concerns common to many areas of the social sciences
student involvement throughout the book s production has ensured that the book is written in an accessible style it will therefore appeal
to a wide readership

Personal Identity, National Identity and International Relations

1990

drawing on freud mead erikson parsons and habermas william bloom relates mass psychological processes to international relations

National Identities and International Relations

2019-08-22

identity is the master variable for many constructivist scholars of international politics in this comparative study richard ned lebow
shows that states do not have identities any more than people do leaders peoples and foreign actors seek to impose national identifications
consistent with their political projects and psychological needs these identifications are multiple fluid and rise in importance as a function
of priming and context leaders are at least as likely to invoke national identifications as rationalizations for policies pursued for other
reasons as they are to be influenced by them national identifications are nevertheless important because they invariably stress the alleged
uniqueness of a people and its country and are a principal means of seeking status and building self esteem lebow tracks the relative appeal
of these principles the ways in which they are constructed how they influence national identifications and how they in turn affect regional
and international practices

Identities, Youth and Belonging

2019-03-02

this book contains empirical research from established and emerging scholars who draw upon interdisciplinary perspectives of space and place
in order to investigate young people s sense of identities and belongings in diverse international contexts the contributors aim to enhance our
understanding of how theories of belonging are employed in the study of youth identity as these young people come to belong at a local
national global and even virtual level the collection draws on research in the rural the urban and online showcasing key sites and
communities that play a role in young people s lives as they negotiate their sense of agency and sense of identity within the contexts of the
locale identities youth and belonging will be of interest to students and scholars across a range of disciplines including sociology
education social policy politics and geography

Border Identities

1998-01-22

this book offers fresh insights into the complex and various ways in which international frontiers influence cultural identities ten
anthropological case studies describe specific international borders in europe asia africa and north america and bring out the importance of
boundary politics and the diverse forms that it may take as a contribution to the wider theoretical debates about nationalism
transnationalism and globalization it will interest to students and scholars in anthropology political science international studies and
modern history

Globalized Identities

2022-08-30

this book explores the impact of globalization on self and identity from multidisciplinary perspectives chapters cover a variety of topics
including the impact of cultural inertia on intergroup relations global consumer identity radicalization evolving national identities young
people s negotiations of different cultural identities the emergence of all inclusive global identities and the impact of global citizenship
education on global identity this collection will be of value to scholars and students from across the social sciences

Globalization and Belonging

2018-07-12

in the decades since the september 11 2001 terrorist attacks on the united states forces of cultural economic and political integration



appear locked in battle with equally powerful forces of fragmentation globalization is facilitating unprecedented movement of goods
services people and ideas while calls for building walls erecting fences and strengthening borders intensify tensions flare around claims of
deeply rooted ethnic and civilizational identities identities that are shaped and mobilized via sophisticated advances in technology women
worldwide are achieving remarkable economic and political gains while sexual violence and gender inequalities persist and are fueled by rapid
global change this book explores the complex inter relationship between globalization and belonging in a hyper modern 21st century world
questions and conflicts surrounding who we are and who we want to be predominate this book links the politics of different forms of
identification and attachment to the dynamics of an increasingly interconnected world

Social Identity

1998-03-30

social identity and social categorization theories have offered some of the most exciting developments in social psychology informing work
on everything from intergroup relations to personal identity this comprehensive book surveys the latest empirical and theoretical findings
alongside original contributions to provide an invaluable overview of this important field the internationally renowned contributors
explore a broad range of psychosocial phenomena including intergroup discrimination influence group polarization collective behaviour
impact of minorities prejudice stereotypes and leadership

The State and Identity Construction in International Relations

2000

this collection examines the changing meanings of sovereignty and legitimacy in the late 20th century the chapters are organised into two
sections the first section addresses our understandings of the state in international relations focusing primarily on changes in the nature
and role of the state since the end of world war ii the chapters in the second section address more directly the relationships between the
state and non national identities

International Relations and Identity

2011

examining the issue of collective political identity formation this book expands the concept of international relations beyond the notion of
states

De Facto State Identity and International Legitimation

2021-11

examining the state identity formation and international legitimation of de facto states this book provides a deeper understanding of the
relationship between de facto states the international state system and international society the book integrates international relations
theories to construct a framework of normative standing for de facto states to better understand the social system they inhabit and the
stasis in their relationship with international society demonstrated through detailed case study analysis of nagorno karabakh somaliland
and the kurdistan region of iraq klich appraises the recognition narrative of de facto states in order to analyse their state identities and
constructs a framework for normative standing in an original synthesis of english school constructivism and legitimacy scholarship the
explanatory utility of that framework is then applied and analysed through detailed fieldwork conducted across an original set of case
studies nagorno karabakh somaliland and the kurdistan region of iraq that have varying degrees of international engagement and parent
state relationships

Rethinking Japan's Identity and International Role

2018-10-24

this paper presents a study of japan s international role with a special focus on its historical evolution to that end the following three
pillars lay the necessary theoretical foundations one the notions of historical and political identity and a discussion of the ambivalent
shapes they have taken in japan two the regional context an examination of japan s situation with respect to asian history as a whole and
finally the civilian power concept as defined by hanns w maull

Young People and the Diversity of (Non)Religious Identities in International Perspective

2019-07-11

this volume brings together current research on young people non religion and diversity documenting the forms young people s stances may
take and the social or spatial contexts in which these may be formed the social contexts studied include the family school and faith
communities the spatial contexts include sub urban and rural geographies and places of worship and pilgrimage youth and non religion are an
area of academic interest that has been gaining increasing attention especially as it pertains to youthful expressions of non religion and



identities as research on religion and young people spans and expands across academic disciplines and across geographic areas comparative
approaches and perspectives such as presented in this volume offer important spaces for reflecting about the experience of religiosity among
young people and the ways they are learning about and developing non religious identities building bridges geographically and
methodologically this volume provides an international perspective on religion and nonreligion among young people offering a diversity of
religious and nonreligious perspectives

Identities, Borders, Orders

2001

the increased movement of people globally has changed the face of national and international schooling higher levels of mobility have
resulted from both the willing movement of students and their families with a desire to create a better life and the forced movement of
refugee families travelling away from war famine and other extreme circumstances this book explores the idea that the complex connections
created by the forces of globalisation have led to a diminishing difference between what were once described as international schools and
national schools by examining a selection of responses from students attending international schools in brazil the united kingdom france
germany the philippines and switzerland the book discusses key issues surrounding identity and cosmopolitan senses of belonging chapters
draw from current literature and recent qualitative research to highlight the concerns that students face within the international school
community including social psychological and academic difficulties the interviews provide a rich and unique body of knowledge demonstrating
how perceptions of identity and belonging are changing especially with affiliation to a national or a global identity the notion that
international students have become global citizens through their affiliation to a global rather than a national identity exhibits a changing
and potentially irreversible trend global identity in multicultural and international educational contexts will be of key interest to
researchers academics and policy makers involved with international schooling and globalised education

Global Identity in Multicultural and International Educational Contexts

2015-03-27

by understanding tourist destinations through the lens of national identity the tourist may develop a deeper appreciation of the destination
further tourism marketers and planners may be better equipped to promote and manage the destination particularly with regard to
expectations of the potential visitor tourism and national identitiesis the first volume to fully explore the relationship between tourism
and national identities and the multiple ways in which cultural tourism events and celebrations contribute to national identity it examines
core topics critical to understanding this relationship including tourism branding stereotyping and national identity tourism related
representation and experience of national identity tourism visitation site event management and the relationship to cultural tourism the
book looks at a range of international tourist sites and events combines multidisciplinary perspectives and international cases to provide a
thorough academic analysis the interconnecting area of cultural tourism and national identity has been largely overlooked in the academic
literature to date this book gives considerable analysis to the complex relationship between the two domains and indeed the multifaceted
strategies used to define that relationship written by an international team of leading academics tourism and national identitieswill be of
interest to students researchers and academics in tourism and related disciplines such as events cultural studies and geography

Tourism and National Identities

2016-05-19

publisher description

State Identities and the Homogenisation of Peoples

2002-08-15

this book focuses on the interrelationship between international student connectedness and identity from transnational and
transdisciplinary perspectives it addresses the core issues surrounding international students physical and virtual connectedness to people
places and communities as well as the conditions that shape their transnational connectedness and identity formation further it analyses
the nature diversity and complexity of international student connectedness and identity development across different national social and
cultural boundaries

International Student Connectedness and Identity

2018-09-11

raymond macdonald is professor of music psychology and improvisation and head of the school of music at university of edinburgh he runs
music workshops and lectures internationally and has published over 70 peer reviewed papers and book chapters he has co edited four texts
musical identities 2002 musical communication 2005 musical imaginations 2012 and music health et wellbeing 2012 and was editor of the
journal psychology of music between 2006 and 2012 his on going research focuses on issues relating to improvisation musical
communication music health and wellbeing music education and musical identities as a saxophonist and composer he is a founding member of the
glasgow improvisers orchestra and has released over 60 cds collaborating with musicians such as david byrne george lewis evan parker jim
o rourke and marilyn crispell he has toured and broadcast worldwide and has written music for film television theatre radio and art



installations

Handbook of Musical Identities

2017

this book discusses the role of selective identities in shaping china s position in regional and global affairs it does so by using the concept of
the political transition of power and argues that by taking on different types of identities of state ideology and culture the chinese
government has adjusted china s identity to different kinds of audiences by adopting different kinds of self china has secured its relatively
peaceful transition within the existing system and in the meantime strengthened its capacity to place its principles within that system to its
immediate neighbors china presents itself as a state that needs clearcut borders in relation to the developing world global south the prc
narrates self as an ideology with the banner of materialism equality and justice to its third audience the developed world mainly europe
china presents itself as a peaceful innocent cultural construct based primarily on confucius passive approach by bringing these three
identities into one chinese body ���� sanwei yiti china s policymakers skillfully maneuver and build the country s position in the arena of
global affairs

China’s Selective Identities

2018-09-05

investigating identities questions of identity in contemporary international crime fiction is one of the relatively few books to date which
adopts a comparative approach to the study of the genre this collection of twenty essays by international scholars examining crime fiction
production from over a dozen countries confirms that a comparative approach can both shed light on processes of adaptation and
appropriation of the genre within specific national regional or local contexts and also uncover similarities between the works of authors
from very different areas contributors explore discourse concerning national and historical memory language race ethnicity culture and
gender and examine how identity is affirmed and challenged in the crime genre today they reveal a growing tendency towards hybridization and
postmodern experimentation and increasing engagement with philosophical enquiry into the epistemological dimensions of investigation
throughout the notion of stable identities is subject to scrutiny while each essay in itself is a valuable addition to existing criticism on the
genre all the chapters mutually inform and complement each other in fascinating and often unexpected ways this volume makes an important
contribution to the growing field of crime fiction studies and to ongoing debates on questions of identity it will therefore be of special
interest to students and scholars of the crime genre identity studies and comparative literature it will also appeal to all who enjoy
reading contemporary crime fiction

Investigating Identities

2009-01-01

identity has become an explicit focus of international relations theory in the past two to three decades with one case attracting and
puzzling many early identity scholars japan these constructivist scholars typically ascribed japan a pacifist or antimilitarist identity an
identity which they believed was constructed through the adherence to peaceful norms and antimilitarist culture due to the alleged
resilience of such adherences little change in japan s identity and its international relations was predicted however in recent years japan s
foreign and security policies have begun to change in spite of these seemingly stable norms and culture this book seeks to address these
changes through a pioneering engagement with recent developments in identity theory in particular most chapters theorize identity as a
product of processes of differentiation through detailed case analysis they argue that japan s identity is produced and reproduced but also
transformed through the drawing of boundaries between self and other in particular they stress the role of emotions and identity
entrepreneurs as catalysts for identity change with the current balance between resilience and change contributors emphasize that more
drastic foreign and security policy transformations might loom just beyond the horizon this book was originally published as a special issue
of the pacific review

Identity Change and Foreign Policy

2015-10-05

focuses on australia britain canada new zealand and the united states

The Anglosphere

2011-02-28

z�kladn� my�lenkou t�to publikace je prozkoumat souvislost mezi identitou a solidaritou v zahrani�n� politice �lensk�ch st�t� evropsk�
unie eu zejm�na ted v�chodn�ch �len� organizace the core idea of this publication is thus to investigate the link between identity and
solidarity in the foreign policy of members of the european union eu in particular its east central european ece members



Identities and Solidarity in Foreign Policy

2012-01-01

the book seeks to provide an understanding of southest asia as a region the problems of statehood faced by the individual countries and the
search for regional order peace and stability it also explores southeast asia s adaptation to the changing world order and long term
changes in terms of economic political and security implications

The Quest for Identity

2000

the book discusses international assignment related decision making by emerging market firms and their employees it reveals that the ongoing
reciprocal interactions between the organisational and individual discourses structures processes and the wider macro context spark
multilevel role transitions and identity work the book uncovers the macro meso and micro level factors of role transitions and identity
work as well as their outcomes for international staffing it also expands on the role transition social categorisation and social identity
theories by applying them to international staffing finally it presents practical insights for international human resources managers by
presenting several soft approaches to managing international employee mobility such as employer branding prioritisation of favourable
discourses and identities and encouraging role hybridisation

Becoming an International Manager

2022-12-03

this original work explores the increasingly important phenomenon of the formation of transnational identity considering the ongoing
relevance of the european union the contributors ask a series of intriguing questions is a european identity possible how are the various
types of european identity formed and maintained how are these identities linked to the process of european integration examining the
psychological institutional and political mechanisms that encourage or impede identification with transnational groups the book considers
these theoretical questions in light of new evidence drawn from a rich body of primary research including field experiments in depth interviews
with elites and public opinion surveys brought together for the first time social psychologists sociologists political scientists and
ethnographers share their theoretical and methodological perspectives in tackling the common issues surrounding the emergence of european
as a political identity paying special attention to the role of the institutions of the eu the authors investigate the impact of neo
functionalist strategies and find that the processes of identity formation are far more complicated than can be explained by material and
institutional factors alone the authors engage in a fruitful dialogue about how much a european identity exists and how much it matters
as they delve into the sources of disagreement and their implications

Transnational Identities

2004-05-17

this volume contains two sections the first one collects the proceedings of the international workshop on preserving cultural heritage and
national identities for international peace and security held at the italian center for higher defence studies on the 10th and 11th may 2018
the second includes several articles dealing with various topics which complement the workshop s proceedings a general conclusion can be
inferred from the workshop the mandates of the un peace operations should be aimed if necessary at protecting cultural pluralism as well as
cultural and religious identities hence the staff employed should be trained on such a protection and indeed numerous states are already
introducing that specific training performing such a task has always been of primary importance to the italian armed forces this attitude has
been usually appreciated even though some obstacles and difficulties have arisen due to a rather uncooperative attitude of some partner
states therefore the protection of cultural and religious pluralism should fully become a shared responsibility in peace operations given its
importance as a means of consolidating peace in crisis areas

New Perspectives on the Ontology of Social Identities

2024-06-03

within foreign language education contexts across the globe inadequate attention has been paid to documenting the dynamics of identity
development negotiation and management this book looks at these dynamics in specific relation to otherness in addition to attitudinal and
behavioural overtones created through use of the term foreign despite its position as an integral marker in language acquisition discourse
this book argues that individual identities are multidimensional constructs that gravitate around a hub of intricate social networks of
multimodal intergroup interaction the chapters pursue a collective desire to move the notion of identity away from theoretical
abstraction and toward the lived experiences of foreign language teachers and students while the identities entangled with these
interactions owe a significant measure of their existence to the immediate social context they can also be actively developed by their
holders the collection of chapters within this book demonstrate how foreign language education environments traditional and non
traditional are ideal locations for the development of a sophisticated repertoire of discursive strategies used in the formulation navigation
expression and management of social identities and multiple selves



Preserving Cultural Heritage and National Identities for International Peace and Security

2019-01-17

advancing equity and achievement in america s diverse schools illustrates how educators students families and community partners can
work in strategic ways to build on social cultural and ethnic diversity to advance educational equity and achievement by drawing on the
latest data on demographic change constructions of culture and cultural difference and the politics of school reform in urban rural and
suburban school communities this volume looks toward solutions and strategies for meaningful educational improvement contributors
consider both the diversity of youth and families served in public schools and the culture of u s schooling highlighting the influence of policy
and reform agendas students identities and agency experiences and approaches of diverse educators and the workings of effective school
partnerships chapters also focus on those often overlooked in educational scholarship such as native americans students experiencing
poverty and or homelessness muslim students students with special needs and students and educators who are lesbian gay bisexual
transgender intersex or queer in all this edited collection stresses the need for high quality education that is inclusive culturally
responsive and unifying so all students can experience academic success this book is a meaningful resource for educators policymakers and
community based leaders interested in doing such transformative work

Social Identities and Multiple Selves in Foreign Language Education

2013-07-18

the trajectory of turkey s justice and development party akp rule offers an ideal empirical window into puzzling shifts in turkey s domestic
politics and foreign policy the policy transformations under its leader recep tayyip erdogan do not align with existing explanations based on
security economics institutions or identity in identity politics inside out lisel hintz teases out the complex link between identity politics and
foreign policy using an in depth study of turkey rather than treating national identity as cause or consequence of a state s foreign policy
she repositions foreign policy as an arena in which contestation among competing proposals for national identity takes place drawing from a
broad array of sources in popular culture social media interviews surveys and archives she identifies competing visions of turkish identity
and theorizes when and how internal identity politics becomes externalized hintz examines the establishment of republican nationalism in the
wake of imperial collapse and examines failed attempts made by those challenging its western oriented anti ethnic secularist values with
alternative understandings of turkishness she further demonstrates how the ottoman islamist akp used the european union accession process
to weaken republican nationalist obstacles in turkey thereby opening up space for islam in the domestic sphere and a foreign policy targeted
at achieving leadership in the middle east by showing how the inside out spillover of national identity debates can reshape foreign policy
identity politics inside out fills a major gap in existing scholarship by closing the identity foreign policy circle

Advancing Equity and Achievement in America's Diverse Schools

2013-09-05

focusing on the important relationship between the sacred and the secular this book demonstrates that it is not paradoxical to think in
terms of both secular and sacred or neither in different times and places international experts from a range of disciplinary perspectives draw
on local national and international contexts to provide a fresh analytical approach to understanding these two contested poles
exploring such phenomena at an individual institutional or theoretical level each chapter contributes to the central message of the book
that the in between is real embodied and experienced every day and informs and is informed by intersecting social identities social identities
between the sacred and the secular provides an essential resource for continued research into these concepts challenging us to re think
where the boundaries of sacred and secular lie and what may lie between

Identity Politics Inside Out

2018-08-28

addresses the central problem of international relations security and constructs a novel framework for its analysis

Social Identities Between the Sacred and the Secular

2016-04-01

the international handbook of research in professional and practice based learning discusses what constitutes professionalism examines the
concepts and practices of professional and practice based learning including associated research traditions and educational provisions it
also explores professional learning in institutions of higher and vocational education as well the practice settings where professionals
work and learn focusing on both initial and ongoing development and how that learning is assessed the handbook features research from
expert contributors in education studies of the professions and accounts of research methodologies from a range of informing disciplines it is
organized in two parts the first part sets out conceptions of professionalism at work how professions work and learning can be understood
and examines the kinds of institutional practices organized for developing occupational capacities the second part focuses on procedural
issues associated with learning for and through professional practice and how assessment of professional capacities might progress the key
premise of this handbook is that during both initial and ongoing professional development individual learning processes are influenced and
shaped through their professional environment and practices moreover in turn the practice and processes of learning through practice are
shaped by their development all of which are required to be understood through a range of research orientations methods and findings this



handbook will appeal to academics working in fields of professional practice including those who are concerned about developing these
capacities in their students in addition students and research students will also find this handbook a key reference resource to the field

Security, Identity and Interests

1999-11-04

back cover though goods services money and ideas flow ever more freely across international borders the movement of peoples has never been
so tightly regulated this book surveys patterns of international migration and the impact of voluntary and forced relocation on both
migrants an host countries

International Handbook of Research in Professional and Practice-based Learning

2014-07-15

an interdisciplinary collection of essays addressing such diverse topics as the history of brazilian football and the concept of masculinity
in the mexican army it provides insights into questions of identity in 19th and 20th century latin america it analyses a variety of identity
bearing groups from small scale communities to nations

Uncertain Identity

2008

this book examines the relationship between national identity construction and current foreign policy discourses on russia in selected
european union member states in 2014 2018 it shows that divergent national discourses on russia derive from the different ways in which
the country was constructed in national identity the book develops an interpretive theoretical framework and argues that policy makers
agency can profoundly influence the contestation between different identity narratives it includes case studies in policy areas that are of
primary importance for eu russia relations such as energy security the nord stream 2 controversy the ukraine crisis and russia s military
intervention in syria focusing on eu member states that have traditionally taken different stances vis � vis russia germany poland and
finland it shows that at the peak of the ukraine crisis national discourses converged towards a pragmatic but critical narrative as the
ukraine crisis subsided and new events took centre stage in foreign policy discussions i e the syrian civil war international terrorism long
standing and identity based divergences partly re emerged in the discourses of policy makers this became particularly evident during the nord
stream 2 controversy deep rooted and different perceptions of the russian other in eu member states are still influential and lead to
divergent national agendas for foreign policy towards russia this book will be of interest to students and scholars working in european and
eu politics russian and soviet politics and international relations

Negotiating Identities in Modern Latin America

2007

the study of security has been dominated for four decades by a scientific perspective that has been under attack since the end of the cold war
in this book bill mcsweeney discusses the inadequacy of this approach and criticizes the most recent attempts to surmount it drawing on
contemporary trends in sociology he develops a theory of the international order within which the idea of security takes on a broader range
of meaning inviting a more interpretive approach to understanding the concept and formulating security policy

European Identities and Foreign Policy Discourses on Russia

2020-06-09

what is america s national identity this study offers a new perspective into this question it argues that this identity is constructed rather
than essential and reflects the politics of exclusion this identificatory exclusion has been globalized through american economic cultural
political and military expansion the study provocatively draws upon poetry literature art architecture gangsta rap landscape and
cityscape to illuminate the construction of america s national identity and illustrates how this has been globalized in an increasingly post
modernist condition

Security, Identity and Interests

1999-11-04

America’s World Identity

1999-11-25
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